PIPER PARTS

ELEVATOR HORN INSPECTION PLATES
FAA/PMA’d, Metal, unpainted. Sold as a set of 2. Replaces Piper P/N 60742-00 & 60742-01. P/N 05-05039 ................................................. $66.85

FLEXIBLE HEAT TUBE ADAPTER
FAA/PMA’d. Replaces Piper P/N 72911-00 & 72571-00 P/N 05-05059 .................................................. $62.75

ENGINE FRONT COWLING ATTACH BRACKET
FAA/PMA’d Sold as a set of 2. Replaces Piper P/N 72851-00 & 72571-00 P/N 05-05060 .................................................. $166.75

PIPER SEATBELT BUCKLE APPLIQUE
Enhance Your Original scratched, dull Seatbelt Buckles. With Our Custom Peel ‘n Stick Appliques. "Sold in Pairs" P/N 09-03758 ................................................. $18.95

PIPER CHEROKEE RAMSHORN YOKE BUTTON APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) This is mounted on an .040 lexan backing. Same Size As Original - Covers The Old Rivet-holes. P/N 09-03765 ................................................. $42.80

PIPER CHEROKEE BOWTIE YOKE APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) Easy to install. Peel ‘n Stick. Same Size As Original - Covers The Old Rivet-holes. P/N 09-03766 ................................................. $49.95

PIPER TRIM HINGE KITS
Trim Hinge Kits for Piper Aircraft. FAA-PMA approved. Fits many popular Piper Aircraft. Model No. Description Part No. Price
PPH-KT-1 Trim Hinge 05-13092 $208.95
PPH-KT-2 Trim Hinge 05-13094 $219.95
PPT-KT-1 Trim Pin 05-13095 .......................... $35.99
PPT-KT-2 Trim Pin 05-13096 .......................... $37.99

PIPER NOSECONIC BAGGAGE DOOR LATCH & PLACARD
Improved FAA-PMA direct replacement lock & placard for Piper aircraft series PA-23, PA-31, PA-42 Door Lock/Latch. Pre-assembled lock and offset cam helps prevent installation mistakes. Includes clear instructions. Placard: Contains both a black and white version to contrast with any paint scheme.

PIPER CHEROKEE BOWTIE YOKE APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) This is mounted on an .040 lexan backing. Same Size As Original - Covers The Old Rivet-holes. P/N 09-03765 ................................................. $42.80

J-3 BOOT COWL NAMEPLATE
Exact reproduction of the original. Raised metal lettering requires painting. 6-1/8” x 1-1/2”. Replaces Piper P/N 480921 ................................................. $25.95

TRIM TAB CONTROL COVER PLATE
FAA/PMA’d. with Cutouts Five holes each of 3-1/8” dia. Replaces Piper P/N 00024-94 P/N 05-05018 ................................................. $68.95

TORQUE LINK REPAIR KITS FOR PIPER AIRCRAFT
Torque Link Repair Kits for Piper Aircraft. Solves many wheel shimmy problems. Save up to 60%. Features: • Convenient kits replace all common wear torque link components. • Fits most prop driven Piper aircraft. • Contains all FAA approved parts and standard hardware. Save time and money! No more research and ordering of individual parts.

PULLEY BUSHING

CONTROL SURFACE BUSHINGS
Piper Long Bushing U80022-044 P/N 05-15332 ................................................. $1.24
Piper Short Bushing U80022-045 P/N 05-15333 ................................................. $1.58

PIPER FLIGHT CONTROL CABLE KITS
It is a tedious and time consuming job to research the part manuals for all of the cables required for a complete aircraft. You not only gain tremendous time savings with McFarlane cable kits, you receive substantial price discounts. All components are fully traceable, high quality, and proof tested.

See our website for a detailed list of kit components.

J-3 HARNESS KITS
Front $191.75 Rear $207.95
Black .................................................. 13-00913-1 .......................... 13-00914-1 .....................$1,796.00
Navy .................................................. 13-00913-2 .......................... 13-00914-2 .....................$1,900.00
Brown .................................................. 13-00913-3 .......................... 13-00914-3 .....................$1,931.00
Royal Blue ........................................... 13-00913-4 .......................... 13-00914-4 .....................$1,916.00
Red .................................................... 13-00913-5 .......................... 13-00914-5 .....................$1,931.00
Tan ...................................................... 13-00913-6 .......................... 13-00914-6 .....................$1,916.00
Olive Green ........................................ 13-00913-7 .......................... 13-00914-7 .....................$1,975.00
Silver Gray ........................................ 13-00913-8 .......................... 13-00914-8 .....................$1,967.00

FUEL STRAINER SEALS AND KITS FOR PIPER AIRCRAFT
FAA approved improved fuel strainer seals for Piper aircraft. Many of the new seals feature fuel proof fluorocarbon that won’t swell or degrade like the original Buna N seals. All seals may be purchased separately, or in convenient kits containing both the upper and lower seal for one fuel strainer.

Model No. Description Spruce Part No. Price
FSP-KT-1 Fuel Gasket Kit 05-06821 ................................................. $18.85
FSP-KT-2 Fuel Gasket Kit 05-06822 ................................................. $18.85
FSP-KT-3 Fuel Gasket Kit 05-06823 ................................................. $14.55
FSP-KT-4 Fuel Gasket Kit 05-06824 ................................................. $14.55
MC751-882 Gasket, Upper Seal 05-06825 ................................................. $7.95
MC752-205 Gasket, Lower Seal 05-06826 ................................................. $12.55
MC757-205 O-Ring, Upper Seal 05-06827 ................................................. $7.85
MC751-898 Gasket, Lower Seal 05-06828 ................................................. $9.99
CSP-KT-1 Gasket, Fuel Strainer 05-06829 ................................................. $10.60
MS29513-008 O-Ring 05-06830 ................................................. $9.39
MS29513-043 O-Ring 05-06831 ................................................. $13.50
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